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M. G. Bohn was a druggist and pharmacist in Miamisburg, Ohio. The scrapbook contains handwritten prescriptions from several area physicians. Prices of prescriptions are indicated beginning at 70 cents.
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Acquisition:  
The M. G. Bohn Pharmacy Scrapbook was donated to the Wright State University Health Sciences Library Special Collections and Archives by Dr. Jerome Surdyk in December 1978.

Processed by:
The collection was initially processed by an unidentified archivist in 1979. The collection was re-processed and updated to the EAD format by John Armstrong, August 5, 2011.

Arrangement:  The collection is arranged chronologically.
Biographical/Historical Note:
M. G. Bohn was a druggist and pharmacist in Miamisburg, Ohio. No other information is known about Mr. Bohn.

Scope and Content:
The M. G. Bohn Pharmacy Scrapbook contains the signatures of area physicians, including handwritten prescriptions written on prescription forms and/or scraps of paper. These scraps of paper were then glued into the scrapbook. Often no patient’s name is inscribed. The prescription numbers beginning with #2591, July 1, 1879 and end with #2889, October 22, 1881. The price of a prescription began at 70 cents in 1879.

Subject Terms

Persons/Families
Bohn, M. G.

Places
Miamisburg (Ohio)

Subjects (General)
Pharmaceutical Services
Drug stores
Medicine - - Formulae, receipts, prescriptions
Medicine - - United States

Material Types
Scrapbook

Occupations
Pharmacist
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